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Large print
Please contact the ICR office if you require a copy
of this report in large print. 

Other versions
Please contact the ICR office if you require a copy
of this report in Braille or audio, or in other
languages.

Further information
Full details of the service that the ICR provides can
be found in our booklet, Seeking a fair resolution,
which can be downloaded from the ICR’s website at
www.icrev.org.uk

www.icrev.org.uk 
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1 Introduction

Elizabeth A Derrington

The role of an independent complaints reviewer is
not always well understood. “How can you be
independent when Land Registry pays for your
service?” people say. “Surely you are just a part of
the internal complaints process?” In fact we are
independent in much the same way as private
sector ombudsmen who are funded by the
industries whose complaints they handle. We are a
separate organisation, our independence is
guaranteed by the terms of a formal contract and
service level agreement, and we operate from
separate premises. The fact that our office provides
similar services to a number of other agencies
makes it easier for us to assure objectivity. In a way
these arrangements give us the best of both worlds;
we are independent but we also have a very good
understanding of Land Registry and the other
organisations we work with, and what they do. 

In the case of Land Registry this often involves
disentangling very knotty legal situations. Our
knowledge of the legal territory helps us to work our
way through the complicated issues raised by many
of the complaints we look at, to offer incisive
analysis and to make realistic recommendations to
help Land Registry provide a better service in future.

I am delighted to be able to report on a year of
success and growth in sometimes difficult
circumstances. The Independent Complaints
Reviewer (ICR) office has maintained a solid
performance in completing complaint reviews and
has taken on new work, as well as strengthening its
links and influence in the world of dispute resolution.
This has been achieved in spite of the disruption of
an office move and a six-week period when we
were working with minimal IT services. 

The figures (see section 4) show that we completed
the same number of investigations as last year. 
The IT problems I just mentioned unfortunately had
a severe impact on case completion times. From
summer 2011, however, we worked hard to deal
with the backlog and by the end of the year we had
succeeded in eliminating it.   

The cases we investigated this year reinforced a
number of issues I have highlighted in previous
reports – the fact that people often expect Land
Registry to resolve boundary disputes when in fact
it has no power to do so, and the challenge of
translating complex legal concepts into simple
language. There were also new issues – about the
bureaucracy involved in Land Registry's
identification requirements, and how Land Registry
responds when valued documents are lost. 
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The Casebook section of this report includes more
details of the cases we looked at, the learning
points we identified and also the impact of our
recommendations. 

I have said before in my annual reports that I think
that Land Registry has an exemplary approach to
the very tricky task of converting the lessons of
complaints into lasting organisational change.  
The Independent Complaints Reviewer Evaluation
and Study Team (ICREST) receives all ICR reports,
looks at how to implement recommendations for
service improvement, and – most important –
follows through the implementation of changes.
After reading a Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman report (Responsive and Accountable,
PHSO October 2011) critical of the lack of a
systematic approach across government to this
issue, I decided to share the fruits of my observation
with a wider audience. My article Completing the
virtuous circle – learning from complaints is due to
be published in the May 2012 issue of the Journal
of the Ombudsman Association.

The Ombudsman Association (formerly known as
BIOA) is a vital network for professionals in
complaint and dispute resolution and the ICR office
has continued to play a full part. During the year
representatives attended the annual conference and
contributed to several special interest groups, and
our new office manager gained the Ombudsman
Association Certificate for Complaint Handlers. 
I personally look forward to playing a greater role in
the organisation in future, after being co-opted in
March 2012 onto the association's executive
committee.  

Turning to events at Land Registry, there have been
important developments for customers this year
including the completion of a new customer
strategy, continuing development of specialist
customer teams and the start of an important
initiative in making Land Registry data freely
available to the public, as part of the Open
Government Initiative. The ICR office has taken on
responsibility for reviewing complaints about data
services, and we have already looked into one
complaint in this area. As with any new service there
will no doubt be some teething troubles. Our role, in
cases where we are asked to investigate, will be to
achieve resolution for the customer, and to help
Land Registry identify and eliminate systemic
glitches. 

It has been good to have a number of opportunities
during the year to share with Land Registry staff the
ICR approach to complaint investigation and
resolution and some of the insights I have gained
from my work. During summer 2011 I ran a series of
seminars for Land Registry lawyers as part of their
Continuing Professional Development, and in
autumn 2011 organised a workshop at Nottingham
for customer service staff. At all these events I was
impressed by the commitment of Land Registry
staff to their work and their keen interest in debating
questions about service quality and how best to
deliver it.

I have also welcomed opportunities to meet Land
Registry's leaders: in June I met Malcolm Dawson,
the Chief Executive, and in December Mark Boyle,
the newly appointed non-executive Chair of Land
Registry's Board. Both clearly recognise the
importance for the whole organisation of listening
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and responding to the messages of complaints.
This is good news for Land Registry's customers.   

An individual who is dissatisfied with the outcome of
an ICR review can ask an MP to refer the case to
the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman
(PHSO). There are several referrals each year, but in
most cases PHSO is satisfied that the matter has
already been fully considered by this office and does
not conduct a further review. During 2011/12 one
case was selected by PHSO for full investigation,
and so we had the invaluable benefit of authoritative
feedback on our work. It was very encouraging to
find that PHSO shared our view of the weaknesses
in the service provided by Land Registry in this
case, and endorsed our recommendation for a
consolatory payment. We also welcomed PHSO’s
detailed comments on our own investigation and
suggestions for further improvement. 

Looking forward, it is interesting to reflect that, in a
world where the internet offers immediate answers
to most questions, problems about land almost
always need the human touch to find a solution.
The ICR office aims to provide a bridge for
customers when communication with Land Registry
breaks down, and also to work with Land Registry
to show a human face even in the densest thickets
of legal complexity.  

Elizabeth Derrington
Independent Complaints Reviewer for Land
Registry
May 2012       
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2. Casebook

It is clear from Land Registry's regular customer
surveys that the great majority of Land Registry
customers are very happy with the service they
receive. The cases I investigate are not typical but
they highlight areas of weakness and risk for Land
Registry in its customer service. There are themes
that are consistent from year to year, such as the
importance of effective communication, and also
issues that point to problems with specific
procedures, such as identity checks. 

Here are just a few examples of cases I have
investigated during 2011/12, to illustrate the types
of issues that have cropped up and the solutions I
have recommended.

What Land Registry can and can’t do
People quite often think that Land Registry has
wider powers than it has. In fact Land Registry can
only do the specific things that the Land
Registration Act 2002 gives it power to do. It is
basically a record keeper, keeping a register of
interests in property to give the public easy access
to reliable information about land ownership and
related interests and to make it easier for interests
to be transferred. This is the ‘guarantee of title’ that
registration gives. Although the register includes title
plans for each property, these are designed to show
the position of the property in relation to the walls,
fences, roads, streams etc shown on the Ordnance
Survey map of the area, rather than the precise
boundaries with neighbouring properties. The Land

Registration Act specifically says that the
boundaries shown on title plans are only ‘general
boundaries’. Accordingly, there is usually little Land
Registry can do to help when neighbours have a
disagreement about the precise position of a
boundary. Generally, if the matter cannot be settled
amicably it is necessary to go to court for a judicial
decision. 

Even in matters of land registration Land Registry's
role is essentially administrative. It cannot reject an
application out of hand provided it meets the basic
legal criteria, nor, if there is an objection to an
application, can Land Registry decide the dispute.
The case must be referred to the Adjudicator for
HM Land Registry, which is an independent judicial
tribunal, for determination.

Several of the complaints I investigated during the
year illustrated the fact that Land Registry has
ongoing difficulty ensuring that its customers
understand the limits of its role. Mr A, for example,
applied for registration of his title hoping that this
would guarantee the precise measurements of his
property and help him resist the efforts of a
developer to encroach upon his land. When
processing the application, Land Registry
attempted to explain the effect of registration to 
Mr A and his solicitors, but did not succeed in
conveying the fact that it would not guarantee the
measurements of the property. Land Registry then,
in subsequent correspondence, made inconsistent
statements that added to the confusion. 
I suggested that an early explanation, in simple,
direct terms, of the purpose of registration and title
plans, and the fact that they do not resolve
boundary disputes, could have prevented the
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inconvenience and frustration Mr A had experienced
in trying to pursue the matter. I recommended that
Land Registry should apologise for failing to make
the position clear, and also make a consolatory
payment to reflect the upset and inconvenience
caused by the continuing confusion.  

In another case, Mr B's neighbour applied for
registration of some of the land in his title. Mr B
objected and the dispute was referred to the
Adjudicator who decided in Mr B's favour. Mr B
argued that Land Registry should have rejected the
neighbour's application at the outset on the basis of
insufficient evidence, and should have taken into
account the likely costs before referring the matter
to the Adjudicator for determination. 

Land Registry, however, as already mentioned, has
very limited powers to decide issues. If the applicant
makes an arguable case, and there is an objection
that could potentially succeed, Land Registry is
obliged to refer the dispute to the Adjudicator. Even
if it can see weaknesses in the arguments of the
applicant or of the objector it can do no more than
point these out, and highlight the potential costs of
proceeding. If neither party withdraws the referral
must go ahead. With regard to the costs of
adjudication, while it might have made a difference
in Mr B’s case if Land Registry had taken into
account the likely costs in deciding whether a case
should go to the Adjudicator, the law does not give
it power to do this. 

I fully understood Mr B's frustration at the time and cost of
resolving the dispute, but I was satisfied that Land Registry
had no power to act in the way Mr B would have wished,
and did not uphold his complaint. 

I welcome the fact that Land Registry decided, as a
result of my comments about the lack of public
awareness of the limitations of its role, to publish
simple, accessible information on its website about
what it can and can’t do. This can now be found at
http://www.landregistry.gov.uk/public/faqs. 

Adverse possession – a contentious
issue
Over a quarter of the cases I reviewed this year
involved issues of adverse possession or 'squatters'
rights'. It is not surprising that this is an area that
produces complaints as it can be very tricky legally
as well as sensitive and contentious in practical
human terms.

In essence the position is that an individual who has
occupied an area of land for a long time, even
though the individual has never paid money for legal
ownership of the land, may make an application to
be registered as the owner on the basis of 'adverse
possession' or 'squatters’ rights'. Generally, before
granting an application for adverse possession,
Land Registry carries out an inspection of the land,
and also informs neighbouring property owners if it
is apparent that they may have an interest in the
land and may wish to object to the application. 

People are naturally aggrieved if they find that a
neighbour has, without their knowledge, been
granted adverse possession of land that they
believe is theirs. This happened in the case of Mr C.
He found out, when his neighbours moved a fence,
that six years previously the neighbours had been
granted adverse possession of an area on the
boundary between the two properties. For reasons
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that were not clear, Land Registry did not follow the
usual procedure of informing Mr C, so he had no
opportunity to object before the application was
granted, and did not find out until much later what
had happened. He was faced with the option of
having to make an application himself if he wished
to pursue his claim to the land. Apologies and a
small consolatory payment had already been offered
by Land Registry. From my investigation, it was not
clear that the final outcome would have been
different if notice had been served on Mr C. I found,
nonetheless, that Mr C had experienced avoidable
distress and inconvenience as a result of Land
Registry’s failure to inform him of the application,
and recommended an additional consolatory
payment.

In another case Mr D did receive notice of a
neighbour’s application for adverse possession, but
complained that Land Registry allowed him too little
time to prepare his objection. He also complained
that Land Registry had not informed him that he
could ask for an extension, whereas it had, without
consulting him, given extra time to his neighbour’s
solicitors to decide whether to proceed with the
application. In addition Mr D pointed out problems
with the clarity of some of the information published
in Land Registry’s practice guides on adverse
possession.

I fully appreciated why Mr D had felt at a
disadvantage. Land Registry, however, had already
acknowledged its service failures, had apologised
and offered a consolatory payment. I felt that this
represented appropriate redress, taking into
account that there was no reason to suppose that

the result would have been altered if Land Registry
had handled matters differently. I recommended,
however, that Land Registry should look at its
information and guidance on adverse possession
with the needs of non-professionals such as Mr D in
mind. I suggested specifically that it should consider
publishing a short accessible fact sheet on the
subject of adverse possession, and that it should
include in its standard notices information on how to
apply for an extension of the time allowed for reply.

When precious documents are lost
Land Registry customers are often required to
produce original documents to support an
application. In two cases I reviewed this year (for Ms
E and Mr F) an original and treasured document had
been lost and the customer was very dissatisfied
with Land Registry's response. 

I found that Land Registry's guidance for staff
included detailed instructions on exactly what
should happen when a document is lost.
Unfortunately, in neither of the two cases had this
procedure been followed properly. Staff had tried to
help, but without success, and in both cases the
customer was left very upset and frustrated at the
loss of a document of sentimental as well as legal
importance. 

In the case of Ms E Land Registry attempted to
obtain a replacement document but, after
encountering problems, abandoned the attempt,
and failed to keep Ms H informed. In the case of 
Mr F, Land Registry was slow to recognise that the
document had gone astray. By the time it
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investigated it was too late for there to be any
realistic prospect of recovering the document. 

In both cases I recommended that Land Registry
should apologise and make a consolatory payment
in recognition of the avoidable distress the
customers had experienced. I am pleased to report
that, as a result of these complaints, Land Registry
is currently carrying out a full review of the operation
of its policy on lost documents. This should reduce
the risks of other customers experiencing similar
problems in future.   

Managing disputed cases 
As already mentioned, Land Registry does not have
power to decide disputes. If the parties are not able
to reach an agreement through negotiation, the
case must go to the Adjudicator. In managing the
disputes process Land Registry must ensure that it
is scrupulously fair to both sides. It must also
balance the need for progress towards a resolution
against allowing appropriate time for negotiation.
Complaints by Mr G, and Mr and Mrs H, included
challenges to Land Registry’s impartiality. Mr and
Mrs H also complained that Land Registry had been
too quick to refer the dispute to the Adjudicator for
judicial determination while negotiations were still
going on. 

In Mr G’s case I found that Land Registry had
succeeded, in difficult circumstances, in
demonstrating an open and even-handed approach
to both sides. My report included the following
assessment: ‘The summary of events at the
beginning of this report gives an idea of the
extensive correspondence there has been in this

case between Land Registry and both parties to the
dispute. Most of the correspondence was dealt with
by the Land Registrar personally. It seems to me
that Land Registry and the Land Registrar in
particular made every effort, in a complex and
contentious situation, to deal with matters in a way
that was fair to both parties. I can see no evidence
of different and special treatment.'

In the case of Mr and Mrs H, on the other hand, I
found that while there was no evidence of actual
unfairness, Land Registry had failed to demonstrate
appropriate impartiality. Mr and Mrs H made an
application for land to be added to their title plan
and Land Registry, as required, informed their
neighbour. Land Registry then, however, accepted a
'muddled' objection from the neighbour, allowed
repeated requests by the neighbour for extra time to
clarify the objection, and also sent a letter to the
neighbour’s solicitors regarding the objection
without sending a copy of the letter to Mr and 
Mrs H. I found it entirely understandable that the
whole sequence of events led Mr and Mrs H to lose
confidence in Land Registry's impartiality. 

Mr and Mrs H also felt that Land Registry had been
too quick to refer the dispute to the Adjudicator
without allowing time for their concerns to be
investigated. Although I did not uphold this aspect
of the complaint, I did find that after initially hoping
that the dispute could be settled, Land Registry had
lost focus and confidence and failed to take clear
responsibility for making progress towards a
resolution. Land Registry had already offered
profound apologies for the failures of service and
also a consolatory payment. I recommended a
further consolatory payment, and in addition that
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Land Registry should consider the need for
guidance to help staff maintain appropriate progress
in complex and contentious cases.

Indemnity payments
Land Registry has power under Schedule 8 of the
Land Registration Act 2002 to pay compensation or
‘indemnity’ when a property owner has suffered loss
as a result of a mistake in the register. This is
another complex area of law, challenging for Land
Registry staff to explain clearly and for customers to
understand. In a number of cases I investigated this
year customers confidently expected to receive an
indemnity payment from Land Registry and were
extremely disappointed when this was refused.

Mr I believed that there was a mistake in the register
in relation to his property, but his neighbours
objected to his application to alter the register entry
and the dispute was referred to the Adjudicator for
a judicial determination. Mr I’s solicitors applied to
Land Registry for permission to incur costs in
relation to the hearing before the Adjudicator and
this was granted. In granting permission Land
Registry pointed out that the provisions of schedule
8 of the Land Registration Act 2002 would still need
to be satisfied for an indemnity to be paid but did
not go into detail about what this would involve. The
dispute was in fact resolved without the need for
adjudication and the solicitors then applied to Land
Registry for an indemnity in respect of their costs.
Land Registry rejected the application on the
ground that it had not been ‘conclusively
established’ that there had been a mistake on the
register. Both Mr I and his solicitors were astonished
at the decision and complained in the strongest

terms about the way in which the matter had been
handled. 

I could not comment on Land Registry’s legal
decision to refuse a payment. I found, however, that
Land Registry had not made clear that in order to
make a successful claim, Mr I would have to
produce conclusive evidence of a mistake on the
register. I decided, therefore, that Mr I’s sense of
unfairness when an indemnity payment was refused
had been understandable. I recommended that
Land Registry should apologise for failing to make
clear at the start what would be required for an
indemnity claim to succeed, and for the resulting
sense of unfairness he felt when his claim was
turned down. I also recommended that Land
Registry should consider amending its published
guidance on the subject (in Land Registry’s Practice
Guide 39) to help reduce the risk of similar
complaints arising in future.

I am pleased to report that Land Registry is actively
following up my recommendation and looking at
options for improving the information available to
customers on this complex issue.  

Identity checks – keeping them simple
but secure
Checks on the identity of individuals buying and
selling property play an important part in preventing
property fraud. But they can be cumbersome and
add to the costs of the transaction. The actual
arrangements differ depending on whether the
buyer/seller is using the services of a professional
conveyancer. Two cases I reviewed during 2011/12,
one from an unrepresented seller and one from a
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conveyancer, highlighted a couple of areas that had
caused difficulty. 

Mr J, an unrepresented seller, complained that,
although Land Registry offers to carry out identity
checks free of charge, the service is of little practical
use as Land Registry insists that the buyer’s
conveyancer attends at the same time as the
unrepresented seller, and also that the application to
register the transfer is submitted as soon as the
identity checks are complete. Mr J made a series of
suggestions to Land Registry designed to make the
service more user-friendly for an unrepresented
seller such as him. I was satisfied that Land Registry
had taken each of the suggestions seriously, and
had explained in each case why it did not agree
with the change proposed. I did not agree with Mr J
that Land Registry had offered spurious responses
to his suggestions. I did, however, see why Mr J
had found the responses defensive, and I
suggested that Land Registry could have taken a
broader view, reflecting the perspective of
unrepresented buyers and sellers such as Mr J. 
I invited Land Registry to consider, in the light of 
Mr J’s comments, whether there was any scope to
improve the position with regard to identity checks
for customers who choose to do their own
conveyancing.    

Where buyers and sellers are represented by
conveyancers, Land Registry relies on the
conveyancers to carry out identity checks. 
The conveyancer is required to complete a special
section of the Land Registry application form to
confirm that identity checks have been carried out.
K and Co, a firm of solicitors, complained that Land

Registry had acted unreasonably in cancelling an
application to register a transfer on the basis that
the full names of the buyer and seller had not been
given in the identity checks section of the
application. The solicitors argued that Land Registry
could simply have asked them to amend the form
rather than rejecting the application completely. 
I had some sympathy with the complainants'
argument. I found, however, that Land Registry's
internal guidance at the time specifically indicated
that staff should cancel applications if ‘ID evidence
is required but has not been lodged or is
incomplete’. I could not, therefore, uphold the
complaint, though I welcomed the fact that by the
time I reviewed the complaint Land Registry had
already amended this guidance so that staff would
in future refer the application back to the
conveyancers for amendment rather than cancelling
it completely. I noted, on the other hand, that Land
Registry’s guidance for customers had not been
clarified. I recommended that Land Registry should
consider amending the relevant practice guides
(numbers 57 and 60) and also the wording of its
application form to help conveyancers appreciate
exactly what information on identity checks they are
expected to supply.     

Bringing correspondence to an end
IIt is important for any complaints process to have a
beginning (when dissatisfaction is recognised), a
middle (when it is investigated) and an end (when a
final response is given and the complainant is
informed of options for further action). Land
Registry, like many other organisations, has a policy
of ‘disengaging’ when a final response has been
given and there is nothing further to add. Continuing
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to correspond in these situations may lead
dissatisfied customers to hope, quite unrealistically,
that the organisation may still change its mind. It
may also prevent people from considering other
options for tackling their problems. 

It is important that this disengagement policy should
be applied consistently and also sensitively. In the
case of Mr L I was satisfied that it was not within
Land Registry’s remit to resolve the issues he had
raised and that continuing to correspond was
neither helpful nor productive. I noted, however, that
the disengagement policy says that, when
correspondence with Land Registry is brought to an
end, customers should be informed of other options
such as referral to my office. This had not been
done. In addition the policy suggests that ‘early
warning’ should be given to avoid bringing the
correspondence to an abrupt end. I did not find any
clear warning to Mr L that correspondence would
be terminated, and I could understand why he had
been surprised and disappointed when told that
Land Registry would not respond further on the
same issues. I recommended that Land Registry
should apologise for not making clear that it had
given its final response, and that he had the option
of requesting an independent review by my office.

Land Registry data
The free availability of Land Registry data, under the
Open Government Initiative, is an exciting new
venture for Land Registry and its customers. 
The volume of data being published is huge, so it is
probably inevitable that there will be occasional
mistakes in the detail. For customers the important
thing is that it should be easy to report any errors,

and that Land Registry’s systems should ensure
that they are corrected speedily and effectively. 

One complaint I investigated during 2011/12,
though it related to a system of data sharing that
has now been replaced, highlighted the points I
have just made. Ms M reported to Land Registry in
2006 that a number of property websites were
reporting that her property had recently been sold
when this was not the case. Land Registry
promised to correct the error, but the correction
was not effective and the same mistaken data
continued to be displayed. In 2011 Land Registry
again agreed to correct the error, but Ms M
remained unconvinced that this had been done,
and asked Land Registry to provide evidence to
reassure her. 

I fully understood why Ms M, in view of her
experience, had little confidence that the error had
been corrected and I recommended a consolatory
payment in recognition of the difficulties Ms M had
experienced in pursuing the matter. I looked also at
the system for correcting data errors, and the
arrangements for handling complaints about data
issues. I found that Land Registry’s website offered
a facility for customers to report data errors via the
internet, but that it did not appear to cover the type
of error Ms M had experienced. I found also that
there was a special procedure for dealing with
complaints about published data, but that there
was limited awareness of the procedure even within
Land Registry. I suggested that Land Registry
should look again at the system for reporting data
errors and take steps to publicise availability of the
correction facility on the Land Registry website. 
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I also suggested that Land Registry should take
action to raise awareness of the special complaints
procedure. I am pleased to report that my systemic
recommendations on the publication of open data
have been taken into account by Land Registry. 

I look forward to following the development of this
exciting initiative during 2012/13 and, when the
opportunity arises, offering ideas about how to
make it as accessible and problem-free as possible
for the public. 
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3. The ICR office

Our mission
To seek a fair resolution of complaints.

Our purpose
To provide a free, effective and impartial complaints
review and resolution service that settles complaints
in a proportionate manner and makes a positive
difference for future Land Registry customers.

People can expect from the ICR team:
- courtesy
- honesty
- respect
- objectivity
- plain language.

The principles of good complaint
handling
The Ombudsman Association’s principles of good
complaint handling underpin the process the ICR
carries out when reviewing a complaint. They are:
- clarity of purpose: each review includes a clear

statement of its purpose, intent and scope
- accessibility: the service is free, open and

available to all who need it
- flexibility: procedures are responsive to the

needs of individuals
- openness and transparency: we provide public

information that demystifies our service
- proportionality: the process and resolution are

appropriate to the complaint
- efficiency: the service strives to meet challenging

standards of good administration
- quality outcomes: complaint resolution leads to

positive change.

Our office
It is vital to the ICR’s independence that the role is
not part of Land Registry. The ICR provides a
service under the terms of a contract and service
level agreement with Land Registry and is
personally responsible for all conclusions and
recommendations that come from complaint
reviews. The ICR is supported by a small team of
staff, some of whom are seconded from Land
Registry but line-managed by the ICR. These staff
bring to the ICR office the benefit of their knowledge
of Land Registry practice and procedure and the
legislation under which Land Registry operates.  

Our remit
Anyone who has made a complaint to Land
Registry and is dissatisfied with the outcome can
ask the ICR to review the matter. However, the ICR
cannot review or overturn Land Registry’s legal
decisions, or investigate issues that are subject to
proceedings before the Adjudicator to HM Land
Registry or a court. In addition, the ICR will not
generally be able to accept a referral made more
than six months after the date of the final complaint
response from Land Registry.
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Initial enquiries
Before a complaint is accepted for review, a
preliminary investigation is carried out to determine
whether or not the complaint is one that falls within
the ICR’s remit. This may involve discussion with the
complainant to find out more about the
complainant’s continuing areas of dissatisfaction,
and to gain an understanding of the outcome the
complainant is hoping to achieve. It may also be
necessary to make enquiries of Land Registry in
order to clarify that its internal complaints procedure
has been fully completed. If the complaint is not one
that the ICR can consider, we will offer advice to the
complainant on options for pursuing the matter.

Full review
Where there is a full review, a summary of the issues
is sent out to the complainant for agreement. This is
to make sure there is a clear, shared understanding
at the outset of the areas to be addressed. A copy
of the summary is also sent to Land Registry. All the
available information is then analysed in detail and
the ICR considers whether the concerns that have
been raised are justified.

The outcome of the review is a report sent at the
same time to the complainant and to Land Registry,
giving the ICR’s conclusions and any
recommendations. The aim of a report is to set out,
as clearly and straightforwardly as possible, the
ICR’s opinion on the way in which matters have
been handled by Land Registry and to provide
redress in appropriate cases. Both the complainant

and Land Registry have the opportunity to
comment on a draft before the report is finalised.

Redress
The ICR has three main forms of redress which are:
- that Land Registry should apologise
- that Land Registry should make a consolatory

payment (maximum £5,000) in recognition of
distress and inconvenience experienced as a
result of shortcomings in the service provided by
Land Registry

- that Land Registry should consider making
changes to its practice and procedure.

In deciding when to consider making a consolatory
payment the ICR has regard to the ICR Financial
Redress Policy. The sums paid are relatively small
sums to reflect distress and inconvenience an
individual may have suffered. They are fixed
according to the seriousness of any service failures
identified, as well as particular circumstances of the
individual complainant.
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4. Facts and figures

As I have already mentioned the number of
complaint reviews completed during the year was
the same as 2010/11. Although it would have been
gratifying to have seen an increase this was a sound
achievement.

The backlog of cases from last year has now been
cleared. However it is very disappointing to report
that we fell considerably short of our 26-week target
for completing reviews. On average each case took
just over 40 weeks to complete and it is clear that
this is an area we need to focus on again for this
year. 

The table below shows the caseload for 2011/12
compared with the previous year, and also the
number of complaint issues upheld and rejected.
Although the proportion of issues upheld or partially
upheld dropped this year, I think that this is
probably a factor of the rather small numbers
involved, rather than an indication of any change in
either my approach or the service provided by Land
Registry to its customers

As illustrated in the next table the majority of issues
we investigated this year, as in previous years,
related to Land Registry practice and procedure
and communication although there was a notable
increase in concerns raised about the operation of
the complaints process itself. The increase in issues
that have been raised about the complaints process
highlights the need for clear information about the
procedure within Land Registry and also a better
understanding of how and when referrals should be
made to my office. 

Independent Complaints Reviewer for Land Registry
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Year Cases 

completed

Total 

issues

Issues

upheld or

partially

upheld

Issues not

upheld

2011/12 30 97 24 (25%) 73 (75%)

2010/11 30 110 35 (32%) 75 (68%)

Issues reviewed by category 2011/12 2010/11

Advice 0 1

Bias 5 5

Communication 13 20

Complaints process 11 7

Cost 3 1

Delay 4 6

Discourtesy 3 6

Practice and procedure 57 63

Register errors 1 0

Responsiveness 0 0

Other 0 1

Total issues reviewed 97 110



Recommendations
My recommendations to Land Registry are
designed to provide redress to individual customers
and also to help Land Registry improve its systems
and procedures to reduce the risk of similar
complaints recurring in future. The types of
recommendations made in 2011/12 as compared
with 2010/11 are set out in the table below.

Land Registry responded positively to all my
recommendations and ICREST continues to review
and facilitate the implementation of the
recommendations I make aimed at improving Land
Registry’s procedures and guidance and the
information it provides to the public.

Feedback
We are committed to receiving feedback, good or
bad, and we have continued to send out customer
questionnaires with every completed review. We
completely revised our feedback form in 2011 and
the response rate for questionnaires this year has
been 37 per cent, a considerable improvement on
the previous year. Overall the customers who
responded were satisfied with the service we
provided. Comments that were less favourable
generally related to dissatisfaction with the
conclusions that had been reached in reports.
Although the increased response rate is gratifying it
remains low, and we will continue to explore ways
of encouraging feedback from our customers. 

Financial information
As already mentioned the ICR office is managerially
independent from Land Registry. 

The following table compared expenditure over the
last three years and it demonstrates our continuing
efforts to manage our budget as effectively as
possible and provide good value for money.

Independent Complaints Reviewer for Land Registry
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Recommendation type 2011/12 2010/11

Apology 34% 54%

Consolatory payment 23% 21%

Review procedures/guidance 11% 10%

Remind staff of existing
procedures/guidance

7% 2%

Review/improve public information 14% 10%

Other 11% 2%

ICR running costs 2011/12 2010/11 2009/10

Staff costs £174,858 £167,407 £204,133

Administration £50,801 £53,704 £33,473

Total £225,659 £221,111 £237,606
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